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Slight changes finalize campus center plans
bridge," which is a unique feature
that w ill widen the pedestrian cor
ridor from student residences to the
academic buildings. It will be located
where the current Lawe Street foot
bridge is. The bridge will be quite
large - 70 feet wide - and w ill con
tain trees, benches, kiosks and a pos
sible space to display student art.
The center planners see the land
bridge less as a bridge and more as
a continuation of the campus from
one side of Lawe to the other.
“It will make the campus look
more integrated and like one piece,"
said Dean Nancy Truesdell.
The center w ill also have a new,
centralized mail system. This may

strike students as inconvenient at
first, but it has been designed with
efficiency in mind.
Each student will receive an indi
vidual mailbox to keep for the entire
time he or she is attending Lawrence.
Mail will not have to follow students
around campus when they move
from one residence hall to another.
Since most students w ill be at
the campus center for breakfast,
lunch or dinner, it will be convenient
to pick up mail after meals.
Crucial to the construction is the
upcoming presentation of the plans
to the LU Trustees during reading
period in May.
Nathan Litt, one of the two stu

dent representatives on the Campus
Center Planning Committee, says the
presentation w ill be an important
step toward its completion, espe
cially since the idea of a new campus
center has been around nearly 20
years.
The existing plans for the cam
pus center include a centralized din
ing room with a view of the Fox
River and a redesigned food service
format. There are also plans for a
store where students can buy food
and personal items, a cinema, and
one floor devoted entirely to student
activities.

Students volunteer in N ew O rleans
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As the planning and develop
ment of the new campus center
finalize, minor changes are being
made to allow for the greatest utility
of the building.
One planned change is in the
campus center’s surroundings.
There w ill no longer be either traf
fic or parking spaces on East John
Street. Also, the turnaround at the
end of the street will be made into a
plaza where concerts can be held in
the warmer months.
Also in the plans is a “land

See the blueprints on page 8
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With a vote outcome of 57 per
cent, the Smart Smoking Ban in itia
tive failed to be passed in Tuesday’s
election. The Smart Smoking Ban
was an attempt to adjust the citywide smoking ban.
If it had gone through, bars,
nightclubs, bowling alleys and res
taurants with separate bar areas
would have had the option to rein
state smoking privileges.
Next week, we’ll take a look at
what was at stake, and the impact of
the smoking vote on the Appleton
and the Lawrence community.

A wave of water swept away the first floor of this house in Waveland, Miss.
O ver 70 students spent spring break working with aid organizations in N ew Orleans. See page 2 for articles.
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Sonny on Saturday
Mostly Sunny on Sunday

Saturday

>High 48
M o w 31
Wind: N at 19 mph
Sunday
>High 53
M o w 38

Wind: E at 9 mph
Source: weather.com

LI Cabaret Preview
D oris K im

Consortium director

StaffWriter

Lawrence International w ill
host its 30th annual International
Cabaret Sunday in Stansbury
Theatre.
This year’s event is billed as
a “festival of life," celebrating
the diversity of culture on the
Lawrence campus. Every continent
of the world w ill be represented in
the show through student dance
and musical performances.
After the show, Lawrence
International w ill host a dinner
serving traditional dishes from the
various represented countries.
“Lawrence is a diverse school
where we can learn from each
other," said Taeya Abdel-Majeed,
this year’s host. “It is important to
realize the world is getting smaller
and smaller everyday. As a global
village, it is good to know a little
something [about other cultures)."
Cabaret has become one of the
most successful and most attended
events arranged by a student orga
nization on the Lawrence campus.
The yearly event has been received
well by the student body, faculty
and the Appleton community.
The show’s attendance has also
steadily increased, and even after
being moved to a larger perfor
mance space the show has been
sold out for the past two years.

Nordell appointed Pew
Em ily Passey
StaffWriter

Photo by Ryan Day

Alavi Karim dances at LI Cabaret
rehearsal with fellow preformers.

As Cabaret receives more atten
tion in the community, Lawrence
International
students
have
increased their efforts to enhance
cultural awareness for their audi
ence as well. This year’s show w ill
showcase over 75 performers and
16 performances.

See Cabaret on page 8

Associate Professor of Chemistry
Karen Nordell was appointed
March 20 to be director of the Pew
Midstates Science and Mathematics
Consortium. The consortium pro
motes collaboration among member
institutions and between faculty and
students.
Participating schools include
Beloit, Carthage, Colorado College,
Grinnell, Hope, Kalamazoo, Knox,
Lawjence, Luther, Macalester, St.
Olaf, University of Chicago and
Washington University.
The previous director of the con
sortium, Janet Andersen from Hope
College, died suddenly in November
2005. Dr. Sheldon Wettack, also from
Hope, was appointed in the interim.
Wettack helped solicit nominations
for a more permanent director and
w ill continue to serve until July 31
of this year. Nordell w ill officially
assume the position as director Aug.

1.
Nordell sought the position of
director because of previous activity
within the consortium. She said that
she enjoyed working with Andersen
and felt that the position would be a
good fit for her.
Nordell applied and was inter

viewed by the consortium’s execu
tive board in early March, and heard
the news of her appointment during
spring break.
According to Nordell, Lawrence
has been active in the consortium
since its inception a decade and a
half ago. With Nordell as director,
Lawrence may become more directly
involved in the consortium and could
take a larger leadership role.
The consortium is designed to
encourage student and faculty pro
fessional development, promoting
activities such as undergraduate
research symposia, faculty devel
opment workshops, and a speaker
series.
In her first year as director
Nordell hopes to visit each of the 12
member institutions, speaking with
both faculty and students in the
mathematics and sciences. Nordell’s
job is to hear ideas from member
faculty and help them in financial
and administrative matters.
Nordell has planned a sabbatical
from Lawrence during which she
will relocate to Hope College to fully
devote herself to her new job. W'hile
there is no official central office for
the Pew Consortium, its administra
tive and budget offices are already
at Hope, and Nordell wishes to take
full advantage of the staff’s experi
ence there.
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New Orleans destruction astonishing

Cleaning up New Orleans

Reid S tra to n

Shelby Peterson

Features Editor

I went to New Orleans for spring
break with about 40 other Lawrentians
on a trip organized by Alison Miller.
We went to volunteer at Emergency
Communities, an organization that
has a kitchen and distribution center
set up in St. Bernard Parish.
We’re not talking about your typi
cal kitchen. This one is under a tent,
and the dining room is in a huge semi
temporary dome. The whole operation
is set up in the parking lot of an off
track betting facility.
The kitchen serves three meals
a day, and usually dishes out some
2,(X)0 plates of food every day. They
also coordinate several projects in the
area, from gutting houses to cleaning
the riverfront.
While we were at the kitchen there
were about 250 volunteers, includ
ing ourselves, though there are typi
cally only about 50 volunteers at any
given time. The influx came from
groups like ours: college students who
went to New Orleans over their spring
break.
Everyone sleeps in tents in a field
behind the kitchen. Because there were
so many people there during our stay
we had to expand our shanty village
into “the back forty," which comes
furnished with a beer keg tied to trees,
to be ridden like a bucking bronco.
St. Bernard Parish is technically
not in New Orleans, but instead just
a few minutes to the southeast of the
city. This area was covered in water
for days following Katrina and the
breaching of the levees. Among the
water that inundated the city was oil
that leaked out from a local oil refin
ery, and countless other chemicals that
came from households and industrial
buildings alike. Seven months after
the hurricane the area is still consid
ered to be highly toxic.
Our group was actually introduced
to New Orleans by way of Waveland,
MS, a town right on the Gulf Coast that
caught the eye of Katrina. We stopped
by the waterfront for lunch before we
ever got to New Orleans, and were
introduced to far more damage than I
had ever considered possible.
As we drove through town and
down to the coast one could see the
effects of the hurricane get more
and more severe. Collapsed build
ings, gnarled trees and FEMA trailers
greeted us, but as we got closer to the
water the buildings became fewer and
fewer. This is because many of the
houses were completely obliterated,
with nothing but the foundation left
to show there were ever houses there
at all. The closest thing to a house
you’ll find on the coast is a house that
is missing its first floor, taken by a
wall of water into the ocean.
Driving through the New Orleans

area proved a similar experience.
Coming in on the freeway I saw a
sea of blue tarps tacked down to the
damaged roofs of many homes. Other
homes were flattened, missing walls,
or roofs. All the homes had a large
X spray-painted on them, along with
a few numbers and letters. These
signified the date that these homes
had been inspected, the initials of the
company doing the inspection, and
how many bodies were found in the
house.
Working at the kitchen was fun
at times, but it was still work. Duties
included serving meals, preparing and
cooking the food, washing dishes,
helping to distribute donated goods,
and generally keeping things clean. At
times, however, these kinds of every
day tasks, removed from the damaged
and confused city around us, made it
easy to forget what it was all about:
the residents.
Indeed, it was clear very quickly
how much this kitchen means to the
residents who eat there. The most
important part of the trip to me was
earing with residents and hearing
their stories. All I had to do was sit
next to someone and ask, “How are
you doing today?" or “How long have
you lived in the parish?” and I would
get their life story.
Perhaps the most heartbreaking
story was told by a man and his
mother my first full day at Emergency
Communities. This man was in his
kitchen when a nearby levee burst
open and a wall of water smashed into
the front of his house. He was pinned
against the wall of his kitchen as the
water rushed in, but struggled his way
into his attic. The water continued to
rise and he climbed onto the roof, but
the water continued to rise. A police
helicopter flew by but refused to pick
him up. He decided to swim to the
local school, which was not covered
in water, but it was locked. He then
turned to swim to the nearby sugar
factory, which was also partially above
water.
This man had fo struggle against
the current to get to the factory
iind quickly became tired. Before he
drowned, however, a stranger in a
boat picked him up and took him
to the factory. Others also came to
the factory over the next day or so.
Eventually police came, but didn't
rescue anyone. Instead they brought
some food and gave guns to this man
and some other people. The police
instructed him to shoot and kill any
one who tried to harm anyone or take
their rations.
There was indeed a confrontation
after a few days. A group of men from
another neighborhood came to take
this group’s food. The factory group
offered to give some food, but these
men insisted on all of it. Guns were
raised, but no one was shot. After 10

days the people in this factory were
finally rescued.
Even now it is difficult for me to
imagine how a situation could arise
like that in a major city of America.
As for the current state of New
Orleans, all 1can say is that it’s worse
than you think. 1 went down to New
Orleans expecting to see what I’ve
been reading about: a dty that is
rebuilding. It’s not true though. New
Orleans isn’t rebuilding because New
Orleans has barely begun to clean up.
Every street you drive by has huge
piles of garbage in the streets because
most areas don’t have any money for
waste removal. A tiny percentage of
the residents of St. Bernard Parish
have even returned to their homes
to clean them up, which in itself is a
huge process.
Because every home was soaked
in toxic water for days and left to sit
for months, black mold has taken over
the city. This has caused respiratory
problems in practically every resident,
and great care must be taken by those
gutting houses.
1 had the chance to work in a
house for a couple of days, and found
that to be the most rewarding work
I did while in New Orleans. The first
step is to remove all the belongings of
the residents. The couches and large
pieces of furniture are carried out, but
much of the belongings are simply
shoveled up and tossed in a wheelbar
row. I found myself shoveling up piles
of clothes, photo albums, and stuffed
animals - the remnants of a past life.
After that you’ve got to take out
the washing machine, the bathtub, the
fridge and so oa The fridge we got rid
of was on its side, and after picking
it up to carry it out it began leaking
water. Seven-month-old Katrina water
that has been sitting with decompos
ing food - it was the most foul thing I
can ever remember smelling. I thought
I was going to vomit in my mask.
After that “the rest is easy: tear
down the drywall, the ceiling, the
insulation, the floorboards, the light
fixtures, and anything else that might
have mold in it. Last, the entire house
is sprayed with bleach. After all that,
you can begin the long process of
rebuilding your house. This process
must be undergone in every house
that was flooded.
And so, while our group left
its small impression on St. Bernard
Parish, the city needs so much more
help. I urge each of you to find some
small way to help the residents of
New Orleans. While the government
is trying to assist these residents,
Emergency Communities has shown
that individuals can do so much more
to aid the Katrina relief effort than any
bureaucracy caa
Leam more about Emergency
Communities at www.emergencycommunities.org

Guest Columnist

I was lucky enough this spring
break to be a part of one of the
three groups helping with relief
efforts down in New Orleans. I
was a part of the Volunteer Center
group; we organized our trip with
the Louisiana chapter of Habitat for
Humanity.
I knew we’d be working with
houses somehow, but communica
tion was minimal at best so none
of us knew what exactly we’d be
doing.
We stayed in a government-run
tent city, which was the first of a
week of foreign experiences for me.
I've never been much of a camper,
so showering in trailers and brush
ing my teeth at portable outdoor
sinks was definitely new.
We were living and working
in St. Bernard Parish, an area that
had been terribly flooded after
Hurricane Katrina blew through.
We were gutting homes that
had been under at least 12 feet of
water and untouched for the last
seven months. We had to go in and
remove everything - including all
floor coverings, drywall and insula
tion - and pile it up in the front
yard. Once the inside of the house
was stripped down to bare studs,

we moved on to the next house.
It was incredible: The mold, the
decay, the complete ruination of
people’s lives was almost unbear
able.
There were a lot of things that
made the trip a lot of fun, though.
I ended up working with Danielle
Murry and 10 guys from University
of Northern Florida. Not only did
Danielle and I become so much
closer, I made great friends with
the UNF guys. And, I’m not going to
lie, it was a lot of fun demolishing
the insides of these houses..
My favorite part of the job was
smashing apart the drywall with
a flathead shovel, although I also
really enjoyed taking out door and
window frames with the sledge
hammer.
But the best part of the trip was
knowing that, cliched as it sounds,
we really made a difference.
Our group was part of a team of
1,100 mostly college students who
gutted nearly 300 houses. That’s
almost double the number of hous
es already done.
Every time someone from St.
Bernard Parish, from New Orleans,
from Louisiana looked me in the
eyes and thanked me for what I
was doing for them, I knew that no
amount of fancid food and toxic
drywall could have kept me away.

Photos by Reid Straton (above) and Shelby Peterson (below)
Above: A pile of debns accumulates outside a house in St Bernard Parish.
Below: Thousands of houses like this must be completely cleaned out before rebuilding can begin.

Bullock outlines plans for LUCC
M a ry B orn
Staff Writer

Adrell Bullock, the president
of Lawrence University Community
Council as of this term, has big plans
for the Lawrence community.
Some of his ideas include
improvements to student parking,
housing selection and even the aca
demic curriculum.
Bullock is a junior from Chicago,
HI. A history major and philosophy
minor, he has always had an interest
in making a difference in his com
munity, whether it’s the west side of
Chicago or Lawrence University.
Bullock first became involved in

student government in high school
where he saw it as a way to make a
difference for students.
When he got to Lawrence, Bullock
became interested in finding a way
to promote diversity and fairness
among students and to improve the
community in which Lawrentians
.live for the majority of the year.
LUCC has proved to be the best
outlet for him to accomplish this,
he says.
Bullock wasn’t sure if he was
going to run for president until after
Christmas break.
“This is a big job, and I wanted to
be able to do the best I could with it,
so I wanted to be totally committed,"
says Bullock.

Bullock decided to run for
office after listening to students’
complaints and ideas for improving
facilities and programs. His platform
rested on the idea that LUCC is a tool
for the student body to voice their
fdeas and concerns.
“LUCC has a lot of power, but
really it’s the student’s power," says
Bullock. “I don’t think enough people
are aware of that."
Bullock and his cabinet plan to
speak on behalf of the students on
any issue that may come up. He
thinks that student government is
an integral part of the Lawrence
campus “because it puts students in
touch with the administration and
staff to make this a better place."

This campus is a home away
from home for its students, and
through LUCC, Bullock wants to
make it as comfortable and safe as
possible.
Changes this administration
plans on making include working
with the city of Appleton to create
more parking for Lawrence students
and perhaps publishing a newsletter
in The Lawrentian to keep students
up to date about LUCC and the issues
it’s working on. Housing, which has
always been a source of consterna
tion among students, is also an issue
that LUCC plans to address.

Bullock says he and his cabinet
want to make LUCC as open to the
student body as possible and have as

much communication with students
as they can.
LUCC, he says, is ultim ately
about the students. As it is the most
powerful student organization on
campus with the loudest voice for
Lawrentians, he encourages students
to come forward with ideas or com
plaints.
The LUCC cabinet includes
Stephanie Kliethermes as vice presi
dent, Daniel Martin as secretary of
the finance committee, treasurer Ken
Alvord, recording secretary Philip
Roy, Sami Jankins as corresponding
secretary, webmaster Ben W illard
and Erik Eisenheim as parliamentar
ian.
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Povolny Lecture Series concludes
Security an issue in N. Korea, says State D ept analyst
A p ril W e s t
StaffWriter

The Povolny Lecture series con
cluded Tuesday with “Reading North
Korea" by John M errill, chief of the
U.S. State Department’s Northeast
Asia Division of the Bureau of
Intelligence and Research.
The lecture was a response to
rising tensions between the United
States and North Korea over the
Korean's nuclear weapons pro
gram.
M errill believes that the United
States knows much about North
Korea and its political system,
though some believe otherwise.
This is not to say that there aren’t
gaps in the information the U.S. has
about the country.
For one, the U.S. has the capa
b ility to monitor North Korean
media. North Korea uses the media
to track diplomatic changes, and
all the messages released into the
media are carefully crafted.
Within the totalitarian system,
the media is a way for the North
Korean people to find out how they
are supposed to be acting, giving us
insight into their lives.
According to Merrill, we also
understand North Korea's leader
ship. North Korean ruler Kim Jong
II has been analyzed by a number

of agencies, including a detailed
unclassified profile declaring him
to be self-absorbed, artistic, and
manipulative. There are at least a
dozen academic works stating that
he is in fact not crazy, but a ratio
nal thinker.
According to M errill, “(Kim]
sees politics as a political drama.
When he is at government meetings
it is obvious that he is bored out
of his mind, but he is much more
engaged in the likes of an artistic
cinematic event."
The United States has had
diplom atic relations with North
Korea since the early 1990s. These
include conferences, such as the
six-party talks between Russia, the
U.S., North Korea, South Korea,
China and Japan.
“Bureaucratic politics are alive
and well in North Korea today,”
said M errill. There is relatively
open talk about divisions of opin
ion. The situation is “nowhere near
as simple as Hawks and Doves,” he
stated.
Politically, North Korea is w it
nessing the erosion of totalitarian
ism. It is still totalitarian, Merrill
asserted, but things are loosening
up.
.Another important question for
M errill is the meaning of “security"
for North Korea. Security is North
Korea’s ultimate goal, although it

has been defined in several ways
over the years. In the 1960s it
meant a large m ilitary force, which
they still have today.
Because this was an ideal for
the 1960s, the current army is a
bit outdated. People in North Korea
today are thinking much more com
prehensively in terms of needing a
stable economy and diplomacy to
be fully secure.
This may mean that they could
give up the dream of a huge m ili
tary arsenal.
In terms of nuclear weapons,
Korea is thought to currently have
60 kilograms (132 pounds) of pluto
nium. At 6-8 kg per weapon, that’s
enough for 7-10 nuclear weapons.
M errill agreed that this was a
problem, but a manageable one.
At the rate that they are making
plutonium, they can only make one
nuclear weapon a year.
M errill has written often about
foreign policy issues, including sev
eral books specifically about Korea.
He has also held research posi
tions and taught at such schools
as George Washington University,
Georgetown University, and Korea
University.
M errill has won the Fulbright
Fellowship, the Director of Central
Intelligence Exceptional Analyst
Award, and the Council of Graduate
Schools in the U.S. Award.

SWAHP Coordinates Feinstein Challenge
school where many Lawrence stu
dents volunteer, has 5 percent of
their students registered as home
less.
This month, Students’ War
Lawrence
U niversity
has
Against Hunger and Poverty, a stu
already shown great support for
dent organization advocating hun
the Feinstein Challenge. Amnesty
ger and homelessness awareness
International went door to door to
and aid, w ill hold their first annual
collect about 75 cans, Circle K has
Feinstein Challenge canned food
received $50 from Kiwanis, and fra
drive. The food drive w ill take
ternity Delta Tau Delta has donated
place both on the Lawrence
$100 to the cause.
University campus and in sur
Each dollar donated is
rounding Appleton elementary
counted as one can dona
schools.
tion. Presently, SWAHP
Feinstein Challenge is a
has received about 700
national program, reported
can donations for the
as one of the most success
Feinstein Challenge.
ful grassroots campaigns of
“1 only expect good
all time in fighting hunger.
things this year from
Alan Shawn Feinstein, a retired
this service project, and
financial writer, adviser, and
in years to come," said
nationally recognized philan
Klumpner.
thropist and humanitarian,
Lawrence
students
founded the campaign nine
can get involved with
years ago.
the Feinstein Challenge
The program challenges
by
donating
canned
schools across the country to
food, other nonperish
fight hunger and collectively
able items, and monetary
raise awareness between March
donations until April 16.
1 and April 30. Each year
Donation areas can be
Feinstein has donated $1 m il
found in student resi
lion, which he has promised to
dence halls and Memorial
distribute to the service agen
Union.
cies represented by partici
Another way to par
pating student organizations.
ticipate is through the
Even further, the Feinstein
Photot* Dons*im campus “dorm storm ,”
Challenge was able to raise up SW A H P has collected about 700 cans and other food items
held April 16 from 7-9
to $480 m illion for agencies
p.m. Members of compet
nationwide.
ing student organizations
“We thought it would be
w ill be invading the dorms, looking
already collected over 400 cans.
great [for Lawrence students] to
“I am extremely pleased with for final donations.
be part of a national campaign," the enthusiasm we already have
“(Dorm storm’s] main point is to
said SWAHP co-president Liz
received from the local schools and get a final push to get more can and
Corey. “SWAHP is working with
from our student organizations," money donations from students,”
the National Student’s Campaign said Susan Klumpner, SWAHP’s said SWAHP co-president Samantha
Against Homelessness, NSCAH, Feinstein Challenge coordinator.
Gibb. “This is also a way for us
who brought Feinstein Challenge to
Hunger and homelessness are to say how much student organi
our attention.
issues that are relevant to the zations and faculty have already
The more SWAHP and Lawrence Appleton community, as some of donated. Hopefully the students
University can raise, the larger the these students’ fam ilies frequent w ill become more concerned [with
proportion of the $1 m illion SWAHP the Emergency Shelter of Appleton hunger and homelessness issues]
can obtain for the Emergency themselves. Edison Elementary, a and participate themselves."

D oris K im

StaffWriter

Shelter of Appleton.
Since the decision to take up
the Feinstein Challenge, SWAHP
has spread the challenge to nearby
elementary schools, where mem
bers visited classrooms to educate
students about hunger and home
lessness related issues.
Members read stories and asked
questions to facilitate student dis
cussion. Richmond Elementary has

3
Masturbation Theatre

access to university resources and
attracted student attention.
“It was either pay $50 to perform
or become a recognized group,"
The Artistic Masturbation Theatre Hesch said, “and we were approved
Company may sound like the kind of to be the latter. That is how we
group you’d find on scrambled cable have managed to get more student
channels, but the name actually came involvement, which is great."
about rather innocently. A friend of
Hesch also mentioned that the
the founders of the group came up group was able to be a part of the new
with this phrase, which reflects the student activity fair at the beginning
very nature of indulgence and enjoy of the school year, which has also
ment.
helped to boost their numbers. Now,
The AMTC was thus named in the group consists not only of sev
the spirit of fun because it is a eral actors, actresses, playwrights,
group that maintains a laid-back and directors, but also five board
atmosphere in which to perform and members: Hesch and Thorstenson,
create art.
along with Maureen Schneck, Marcin
The
A rtistic
Masturbation Tasz and Chris Snapp.
Theatre Company is an independent,
This year’s project is slightly big
student-run theater group started by ger than in years past. Three scripts,
then-freshmen Sarah Hesch and Amy written individually by Thorstenson,
Thorstenson in spring 2004.
Snapp, and Susan Galasso will be
The girls had noticed that there performed, as well as a handful of
were no playwriting or directing smaller dramatic works written by
classes. Being playwrights and aspir other students.
ing directors themselves, they want
A week or so before the per
ed an outlet that would satisfy these formance, there will be a series of
artistic needs. The AMTC was the spontaneous shows performed in
outlet that they created.
random places around campus. For
Hesch and Thorstenson wrote example, you may see an actor in a
the first two plays the company per tree on Main Hall Green, or hear a
formed. Upon running auditions for monologue as you stroll through the
the plays, interest in the group rose Science Hall Atrium.
- soon there were several members.
“We pride ourselves on the fact
However, the group began to really
that we are doing our own inde
grow because of a bit of publicity pendent work, and we want people
that occurred “by accident.”
to enjoy being a part of it,” Hesch
The AMTC’s founders were explained. “There are people in the
questioning whether or not to stage group who are theater majors and
another production. They eventu those who aren't, but every person
ally decided to do a series of smaller should be able to enjoy art - and
shows. Again, auditions brought that's what we’re about. That’s the
more interested students to the most important thing."
group.
If you’re interested in see
But when the performance date ing what the Artistic Masturbation
was only two days away, the group- Theatre Company has to offer in the
name came under fire, partly because way of dramatic arts, check out their
the group itself was not recognized performance in the Underground
by LUCC. When the company became Coffeehouse on Friday, May 19.
an official organization, it gave them

Anne A aker
Staff Writer

Local beer Finds a fan
I got a few ounces in the bottom
of the glass, then retreated to a qui
eter corner of the room to sample
my beer. I followed the three-step
On Saturday the Northeast
tasting approach the beer nuts at
Wisconsin Beer Festival was held BeerAdvocate.com use: look, smell,
here in Appleton. The event fea and taste.
tured over 250 beers and over 50
The star of this beer festival
wines.
was Samuel Adams Utopias, a beer
While the bulk of the beers came that retails for over $100 a bottle.
from the Midwest, there was also a ' This beer is fermented very care
selection of beer from around the fully for a very long time to reach
country and the world. I attended an alcohol level of 25 percent by
the event in search of finding some volume, about five times as strong
good craft beers.
as most craft beers. The beer is
Craft beers, also known as also aged in barrels that once held
microbrews, include fam iliar names cognac, sherry, and whiskey.
like Sierra Nevada Pale Ale and
While I was too late to get a
New Glarus Spotted Cow, as well as taste of Utopias - it ran out very
some hard-to-find but well respect quickly - I heard from those who
ed beers like Dogfish Head ApriHop
snagged a little that it tastes strong
or Full Sail ESB. These are the exact ly of whiskey and maple syrup.
opposite of macro-brewed beers like
Most the people I talked to agreed it
Miller Lite, Coors, or Budweiser.
was good, but not worth a hundred
After being dropped off by my bucks.
designated driver, I went into the
The best beer I had that night
festival, surprised to see the mas was from a home brewer's organi
sive crowd within. There were two zation called the SOBs - the Society
floors open at this event - the top of Oshkosh Brewers. They were
floor was just beer, and the bottom
pouring an India Pale Ale that went
floor was beer and wine.
from the keg through a tube filled
Booths had been set up and
with fresh hops, and then into your
manned by representatives from
glass.
local breweries. There were also a
They called this device a hops
few booths manned by distributors
transducer, and it imparted the
dispensing different imports.
strong floral and citrus flavors of
The large crowd made it dif
the hops into the beer. It was the
ficult to even make it up to the freshest and most flavorful beer
booths, but after working my way I’ve ever had. The only problem,
to the front I would peruse the of course, is that it’s not available
selection - most breweries had five
or six beers to choose from - and
See Local Beer on page 8
select a beer to taste.

Reid S tra tto n

Features Editor
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PointCounterpoint: al'Jaafari's new government
Let the Iraqi
people choose
Ben Pauli
Staff Writer

P e te r G ille tte
Opinion Columnist

Shall Not Perish
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U.S.
Secretary
of
State
Condoleezza Rice and British for
eign minister Jack Straw made a
surprise visit to Baghdad Sunday
to meet with Iraqi government offi
cials to discuss what they feel is
Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari’s
inability to form an Iraqi govern
ment. The visit followed reports
that President Bush had a personal
message delivered to al-Jaafari ask
ing that he resign his post and bow
out of the race for prime minister.
Such pressure from the U.S.
sets up an interesting but possibly
volatile situation for Iraqi politics.
Al-Jaafari is seeking to retain his
position - after his nomination
Feb. 11 - for another four years,
and won the nomination of the
United Iraqi Alliance, a heavily
Shiite coalition that controls near
ly half of the Iraqi parliament - by
just one vote.
Al-Jaafari has been unable to
cooperate with the Kurdish and
Sunni factions, however, and
the Iraqi parliament has, there
fore, been unable to decide on
a prime m inister. In a country
already wrought with divisions,
the removal of al Jaafari has the
possibility of causing yet another
political fissure with the potential
for violence. If the prime minister
position were open, the large Shiite

faction would most likely split in
two, with both groups vying for
the position. Both Shiite factions,
however, control m ilitiae and
could use violent tactics in order
to apply political pressure.
Muqtada al-Sadr, for example, is
an Iraqi cleric who is a main suppporter of the United Iraqi Alliance.
Al-Sadr is also the leader of the
Mahdi Army - thought to num
ber in the thousands - who have
battled with occupying forces on a
number of occasions. Therefore, in
an effort to restore political order
to Iraq, it is quite possible that
the Bush adm inistration’s pres
sure to oust al-Jaafari w ill lead to
greater disorder, political turmoil,
and violence.
If the Bush adm inistration
truly believes what it espouses

It was Tuesday, it was rather
warm, and we were in the home of
a 60-something-year-old gumbo chef
called Bozo in St. Bernard Parish,
outside of New Orleans.
Ask any local and they'll tell
you that the place where we were is
his home, still is his home, and will
always be his home as long as he so
chooses. The past tense is an exple
tive in today’s Louisiana.
Water-marked photo albums uncomfortably beautiful - sit out on
the curb with suit coats, mattresses,
wheelbarrows upon wheelbarrows of
insulation, wallboard, or anything
that stands between making Bozo’s
home a construction rather than a
demolition site. After the fridge, we'd
have to remove the nails, the floor
boards, the other fridge, the shower,
the “commode,” and the bathtub.
We’d eyed the two fridges a bit
suspiciously till morning until - right
Ben Pauli is a member of Students for
before lunch, as fate would have
Leftist Action.
it - push came to shove. The folks
standing over it were Nils, Julian,
Bozo - who could still out lift most of
about Iraqi sovereignty, it should
us - and a 36-year-old, foul mouthed,
stop applying political pressure in
hard drinking San Francisco-by-wayorder to create the Iraq that the
of-East-Texas drifter everyone called
U.S. government wants, and should
- with varying degrees of affection
allow the Iraqi people to create the
- “John Deere."
Iraq that they want.
John Deere would piss off the
Rice Rocket - a name responded to
by a woman named Debbie, a blunt,
abrasive, high-strung 20-something
Asian woman with a weak stomach
and terribly unsafe driving habits
Lawrence - around Dakar dress
N o ra G. H ertel
who nonetheless knew how to orga Staff Writer
much more trendily than I do. I
nize and mobilize work crews - but
have also seen several young men
you don’t drift across the country
in jeans embroidered with “50 cent"
I have just finished my first
with truckers for over a decade with
and other references to American
week in Dakar, Senegal, and 1 am
out learning how to lift, and so she
fashion.
amazed at the diversity present
put up with him.
At the same time, a distinctly
ed in the close proximity of my
The Rice Rocket had supervised
Senegalese style thrives. Locals, as
neighborhood. I have observed stark
her share of fridge removals over
well as visiting Americans, wear
economic, cultural, and botanical
the past few months, and she set
beautiful outfits identifiable as
contrasts.
about to tape the sides to prevent
The popular streets around “African." This diversity of dress
leakage of “the Katrina juice," the liq
my house are chaotic and color signifies that Dakar hasn’t been
uid insides of a perishable container
immune to the effects of globaliza
ful, and the traffic flows without
that sat on the Mississippi’s tempo
defined lanes or signals. Vehicles tion.
rary' river bed and steamed, still full,
The climate in Dakar highlights
range from newish European cars inside a humid, electricity less house
the
economic and cultural contrasts
which are rare - to dilapidated taxis,
for seven months.
vibrantly decorated “car rapides," in the city. The weather is hot and
The fridge flattened the dolly,
motorbikes and buses. Horse-drawn arid, and there is sand everywhere.
and so John Deere - with the excep
carts add an additional dimension It is difficult to walk from place
tional efforts of Nils, a Lawrence
to place without filling my sandals
to the excitement of the street.
fencing star - just lifted as everyone
Pedestrians have to be daring. with sand. Instead of weeds sprout
ran away from the juice that leaked
I usually wait until someone local ing from cracks in the pavement,
anyway. 1 may have helped push it
crosses and try to tag along dis there Is sand.
across the yard once or twice so 1
In .this! sand, despite the dry sea
creetly behind them.
didn’t feel like a sissy.
There is a beautiful French son, several lush plants manage to
It was tough for me to write
take root-and flourish. This may not
school on Rue 12 near my house.
much of anything when we were
be
news to world travelers or bota
This perfectly manicured building
down there - it felt like wasted time
nists, bat It was shocking to me,
with lovely landscaping is juxta
- but my mind made its own photo
posed against the shantytown upon my iaitival, to associate the
album of watermarks, faces and sto
fuschia and orange blooms with the
directly across the street. The small
ries that took on commonality to the
village extends for a block and is dry sand from which they sprung.
point of archetype.
Coming from the Wisconsin win
constructed of pieces of plywood
1think the deepest image is that
ter makes sand, flowers, and the
and scrap metal.
of a rotund gumbo chef, a cranky
contrast between them, all the more
The people living in this hodge
Asian and an absolutely crazy Texan
.’ striking.
podge neighborhood seem to func’-working with a serious Jamaican and
, " Between the varied vehicles and
tion successfully, unfazed by the
a German metalhead - both by way
buildings, and the colorful dresses
apparent economic dichotomy.
of Wisconsin - to bring a giant box of
and flora, the few streets around my
The diversity of dress on the
sludge to rest in the front yard. •
neighborhood in Dakar shout diver
street represents the cultural
The stench was not so foul after
sity and contrast. There is evidence
melange hi Dakar. I see casual and
a while, but part of me wishes that
of dichotomy within the culture
professional “Western" attire as fre
I could have bottled the smell right
and clear influences from other
quently as traditional African garb.
away, sealed it up, and grown more
cultures.
Business suits aren't uncommon,
of it so I could spray it in Northern
All of the above descriptions
nor is it unusual to see elaborate
newsrooms, insurance offices, church
fit within a six block radius of my
fabrics as sarongs, head wraps and
offices, and government buildings
house; so these contrasts make
boubous.
everywhere: the cure for the cata
every trip up the street a vibrant
Some of the university students
strophic strain Of ADHD.
experience.
that guide us - the group from

First impressions from Dakar

U.S. is right to
advise process
M ichael Papincak
Staff Writer

The conflict between the Bush
administration and Prime Minister
Ibrahiim al’Jaafari of Iraq is based
mostly on the fact that Iraq needs to
be unified and a government needs
to be put properly in place - so far,
it seems that this prime minister has
not been doing his job. And if he
has been trying, it is without much
success. However, it is not our job to
pick politicians for Iraq, and we are
not doing so.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice and British foreign minister Jack
Straw have recently made a surprise
visit to Iraq to deliver a message that
should wake up the Iraqi politicians
and get them moving on developing
their government. Like I said, we are
not in Iraq to select their politicians
and that is not what Rice and Straw
have done or plan to dq. What they
did was go over to Iraq to deliver the
message that the prime minister of
Iraq must be strong and unify the
government, and that the government
of Iraq needs to be delivered -to the
people.
Iraq is also in a political stalemate
because of this, and Rice and Straw
called for action to resolve this stale
mate. The U.S. and Britain see that
this has stunted the growth and cre
ation of a well-formed government in
Iraq, which is why their visit seemed
so urgent. Without a strong, com
plete government, things can only
get worse in Iraq. And with opposi
tion to al’Jaafari growing, Rice, Straw
and Iraqi president Jalal Talabani,
all agree that this issue needs to be
taken in front of the Iraqi parliament

and solved.
This solution could either be to
keep al’Jaafari and lessen the opposi
tion toward him, or to vote someone
else in. So far, this prime minister
does not have the support of most
people in Iraq. Therefore, things need
to change, and I think that the U.S.
and Britain - plus other countries that
support that war and provide troops
- have the right to go to Iraq and voice
their opinion on the matter for two
reasons: 1) We are both developed
and successful democracies and 2)
We have invested as a country not
only billions of dollars and years of
time in a successful Iraqi democracy,
but we have also invested the lives of
our people.
The success of their government
is up to them at this point - we are

Michael Papincak is a member of the
College Republicans.

only there to help, give advice, and
give a little push from time to time.
And when we see that things aren't
going well, then I think, because of
all we have done for them, we have a
right to get involved.
I do not believe that it is right to
go and hand-select.the- next prime
minister, if one is needed, but I do
think it is our job to point out that
this leader needs to be a strong leader
and deliver a government to the Iraqi
people - one that is fair for all in Iraq
and will be sustainable in the future.

GUEST EDITORIAL

StudentWelfare Committee's
response to Facebook concerns
Chris Snapp,
G a y a tri N aid u &
Em ily S altzm an
Student Welfare Committee members

Last term, a campuswide e-mail
was sent out on behalf of the Student
Welfare Committee regarding poten
tial security concerns associated
with the Facebook. As co-chairs of
the Student Welfare Committee we
were confused and surprised to
leam that the e-mail, intended for a
cautionary purpose, was interpreted
by some members of the student
body as a threat to their freedom of

expression. The members of Student
Welfare Committee felt that the stu
dent body would benefit from know
ing risks involved with displaying
personal information and images
on a Web site which is accessible to
more than just college students. The
student members of the committee
were surprised when Dean Truesdell
informed us that content displayed
on personal Facebook pages could
be viewed by alumni and potential
employers, and we felt that other
students had a right to be informed
as well.
Ms. Campbell-Dollaghan’s edi
torial expressed concern that the
student body’s rights were being
violated by LUCC. For clarification,
the e-mail was sent out on behalf of
the Student Welfare Committee, not
LUCC in general. Student Welfare
Committee is a subcommittee of

LUCC that discusses and evalu
ates issues pertaining to student
life, but has no power to pass and
enforce legislation. Members of the
committee are interested in assist
ing students by finding new ways
to improve social and educational
dimensions of campus life. For this
reason, SWC had never set out to
obstruct freedom of expression, but

rather intended to provide the stu
dent body with essential informa
tion and advice. Lawrence University
has a legitimate interest over the
Facebook because it is associated
with students and their lives on
campus.
The only way that someone’s
online journal would be held account
able would be if someone had a link
to their journal on their Facebook
profile. Otherwise how would any
one know you even had an online
journal? One can equate this to talk
ing poorly about a friend on your
Uvejournal and having that person
read your entry. It doesn't just van
ish because it is online not on paper.
You should be aware that what
you display on through MySpace or
Uvejournal is accessible to the pub
lic and although the university will
not monitor your behavior on these
sites, you should take responsibility
for your actions. Although Facebook
is a fun and exciting way or post

See Facebook on page 7
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Theatre Arts for just a few
The Lawrence Department of Theatre Arts offers a limited but heart
felt number of productions each year.
But the department sets high expectations in its University Catalog
description, which claims to meet the desires of two groups of students:
those mooring in theatre arts, and those who “see theatre as a rewarding
extracurricular activity."
According to the catalog, “To meet the expectations of the second
group, the department produces a wide variety of plays and musicals and
sponsors a theatre club that actively participates in visits to some of the
professional theatre companies in the area"
The mention of this elusive theater club notwithstanding, the depart
ment’s claim to offer a wide variety of plays and musicals seems a bit of
an exaggeration.
Exactly one play is produced each term. This term, the advertisements
for “Our Country’s Good" auditions went up the day before the auditions
were scheduled, despite requiring two prepared monologues.
Of course, a sufficient number of students auditioned, most likely
because they knew about the auditions beforehand, and these in-the-know
students were probably theatre arts majors. As the play casts just eleven
roles, the department had no need of a large turnout, anyway.
Last term’s play, “Finding the Laughter (again),” was not really a play at
all, but, according to LU News Services, an “off shoot of an improvisational
acting dass taught last fall by visiting instructor Bo Johnson.”
Again, this production was something only theatre arts majors would
have known about, and offered, again, just deven roles.
“Language of Angels,” the first play this year, hdd auditions in the wee
days of the term, just as students got back from summer vacation. The
play offered eight roles.
A full-scale musical theater production is offered every other year, and
this year is not one of the lucky ones. “You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown,"
a student-run production, is one of the smallest musical theatre produc
tions around, with just six roles.
Though the department is very supportive of student-created produc
tions, these can hardly be counted as offerings of the department itself.
Often, these tiny productions do not hold auditions, as they are put
together by the actors themsdves.
like it or not, the message the theatre arts department is sending is
that they are an exclusive department in which even theatre arts majors
can have a difficult time obtaining parts, especially in full plays.

PHOTO POLL:
What did you dofur

Advice Columnist

The Wise and
the. Lonely
Dear Kate,
I've been seeing this guy.
Physically, things are great between
us. Intellectually though, he's ...
dumb. Should I stick around and have
a good time with him, or move on to
better prospects?
-Wise Enough to Wonder
Dear Wise,
You may fed like a know-it-all or
an elitist admitting that you and your
beau are not on the same page when
it comes to discussing literature, art
or even common sense, but the fact
remains that you’re looking for more
than just the physical aspects of a
romantic relationship.
Before dedding whether tb pur
sue this further, you should consider
a few things. Be sure that this rela
tionship isn’t stifling your interests
or creativity. Ideally, you should be
able to speak your mind and articu
late your ideas without feeling like
you need to dumb them down or
gloss over important details.
Make sure you aren't completdy
discounting the importance of physi
cal attraction and exdtement. Just

Dear Kate,
My situation doesn't necessarily
concern my romantic situation - or
lack thereof - but I ’m getting fed up
with it, nonetheless. My best friend's
got this new boyfriend, and I rarely
see her anymore. What's up?
-Lonely Near Landis-Peabody
Dear Londy,
Sounds like your friend is caught
up in someone whom she really
enjoys, but it’s difficult to be happy
for her when she has apparently for
gotten about you.
It seems like she and her boy
friend are understandably spending
a lot of time together, and she may
have simply overlooked your feelings.
It’s likdy that she doesn’t realize that
her new relationship has taken up
time that the two of you used to
spend together. Mention something
to her about how you’re feeling.
Your friend may be thinking that
she’s got more riding on her romance
than on your friendship. You need
to let your friend know that just
because you won’t necessarily “break
up" with her doesn’t mean you aren’t
worth her time or that she doesn’t
need to put as much effort into mak
ing you a part of her life.
Send questions to Kate Ostler's
mailbox at the Information Desk.

The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the stu
dents. faculty, and community members who submitted them. All
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Editorial policy is deter
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ions which appear unsigned
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Letters to the editor are
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for style and space. Letters
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lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
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—All submissions to the edito
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The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

—All submissions to the edi
torials page must be accom
panied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves the
right to print any submissions
received after the above dead
line and to edit each submis
sion for clarity, decency, and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency, and grammar.
—Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the pub
lishing date.
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If Danish women’s groups or
gay rights gfoups were to take issue
with misogynistic or homophobic
cartons, a free speech argument
would probably have less traction in
Europe than the recent debate over
the cartoons depicting the Prophet
Mohammed. Such attacks would be
widely understood to endanger hard
fought gains for full legal protection
for gays and women.
Why the different treatment for
Europe’s Muslims?
The difference is not rooted in
intractable tension between freedom
of religion and freedom of speech,
as has been widely hypothesized,
but rather in the debates over the
social and political future of Europe's
estimated IS million Muslims. The
struggle makes more sense if we con
sider it as a contest not over rights
vs. freedom, but rather over who’s
the boss in Europe.
Across Europe, even in Denmark,
far-right anti-immigrant parties are
gaining more parliamentary repre
sentation as their ideas bleed into the
political mainstream. In France, gettough policies directed at the youths
in France’s immigrant ghettos, where
anger at such policies boiled over
into extended rioting this past fall,
have gained more public resonance.
A sense of malaise - rooted in
the rise of a spiritually challenged
Western monoculture that has
eclipsed folk ways -- is blamed on
immigrants’ refusal to integrate cul
turally. They are blamed for not
assimilating European public values,
of imposing their way of life in a
new land.
Placed in a catch-22 by the
demand to integrate, on one hand,
and by pervasive discrimination in
employment, education and public
accommodations on the other, it is

GUEST EDITORIAL

GUEST EDITORIAL

Europe's Muslims

Hazing Immigrants

no surprise that some may emerge
with a sense of ambivalence toward
the sociopolitical order of their new
home.
Tariq Ramadan, renowned pro
fessor of Islamic studies, argues
that these youths should embrace
a new Muslim identity, becoming a
living testament to their faith, while
embracing rights and responsibilities
that are specific to their Western
home.
Supporters of Europe’s far right,
on the other hand, are indignant
at high levels of criminality among
immigrant youths that cannot be
dismissed merely as stereotype-driv
en fiction. But this indignation is
linked closely to an inflated fear of
violence. Belgian sociologist Andrea
Rea argues that the stereotype of
the Muslim male, figuring promi
nently in media depictions of immi
grant communities, has become for
Europeans the ideal figure of danger.
Fearing both hoodlum and terrorist,
and rocked by the disintegration of
family and community, right-wing
supporters feel they are under attack
by an outsider. A stranger in our
own house, so they feel, is trying to
be our boss.
The culture editor of JyllandsPostcn, Flemming Rose, speaking
with the New York Times, framed
the cartoon debate in this light: “This
is about the question of integration
and how compatible is the religion of
Islam with a modem secular society
- how much does an immigrant have
to give up and how much does the
retching culture have to compro
mise.”
Many in Europe, we can see,
already feel they have compromised
enough and have issued the chal
lenge. For some, continued publica
tion of the cartoons means someone
is finally putting their foot down.
Muslim immigrants, some feel, are
in no position to dictate what we can

letters to the
It is an interesting and just
irony that those who publicly revile
a minority often find themselves a
part of a reviled minority because of
their views.
Alice Serra
Off-Campus Programs Advisor

If you meant to stir something
up and really tear at people’s lives,
then well done, sir. Your thoughts
on how to deal with the Muhammad
cartoon issue are so
ridiculous that I'm
not sure if 1 should
consider you a
close-minded bigot
1
^
or a courageous
■
satirist.
In the mean
time, why don't we
sim ply send out
some of the peaceful shrieking
Muslims out to rein in the fanati
cal ones? I’m sure that the Islam ic
men and women working alongside
“Western" men and women have
plenty of free time to drop by
these hot zones and calm these
guys down. Maybe bring over a
Happy Meal or two for the kids and
show them the shiny things they’re
missing out on in the Western
world.
How about our students?
Diligent, hardworking Islam ic
Lawrentians pursuing an educa
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tion here in Appleton, Wis. surely
have the time, energy, and finan
cial means to pacify the gun-toting,
liberty-hating savages we see in
the news.
Why don’t we just get a group
together right now? We’ll meet at
the Wriston turnaround Saturday
afternoon, hop on a plane to the
Iranian ogre-breeding grounds and
m ilitarily demoralize the bunch of
them. The peaceful wimpy Muslims
can then truly stand up for what
they believe in! It’s also a perfect
opportunity for the select few of
us with enough
moral courage in
our hearts to show
_ how rational indi|
vidualistic heroes
that pursue liberty,
secularism
and
affluence
really
work: by general
izing the thoughts,
feelings and actions of a billion
people. Let’s not forget to insult
their very existence! We’ll just
solve this thing before the snow
melts; I’ll arrange a group flight on
Orbitz right now.
Oh, I'm sorry. Did I say take
a plane? I meant take camels. We
all know what Islamic barbarians
do with planes, and we really
shouldn’t be inconveniencing the
flight attendants like that.
Van Yang
Prime Minister of Yourmomistan

print in our own newspapers.
In the end, the question remains,
is European free speech in need of
crusading defense? Would a single,
nominal refrain from absolute free
dom in fact endanger free speech?
Since Islam condemns only visual
depictions of Muhammad or God
- no written criticism of Islam has
so profoundly offended mainstream
Muslims - the stakes are not in fact
so grave.
If European papers drew the
line at refraining from printing such
images, but kept written criticisms
on the table -- and if Muslim groups
agreed to accept the arrangement -a
healthy public forum would remain
well intact.
For such an understanding to
hold, both parties would need to
distinguish clearly between criticism
of an idea and criticism of its mere
publication.
Unfortunately, armed Hamas
gunmen leaping in protest onto the
walls of EU buildings in Gaza and
the 2004 Amsterdam murder of
Theo Van Gogh, who produced a film
critical of women’s freedom under
Islam, only reinforce the case that
rights, rather than responsibility, are
at stake.
A power struggle over demands
has unfolded instead of a discussion
about real grievances and needs.
Sadly, the insistence to publish
and republish the cartoons has real
costs that provoke more than just
another bout of Gaza shouting; it
literally hurts Muslims. Down to the
core. In the words of Fatima, a friend
of mine here in Morocco, “When I
heard about the cartoons, I cried for
a long time."

Andrew Scott (LU, 2001) is
cofounder of Peace in the Precincts,
a St. Paul-based grassroots organiz
ing project. He is currently serving
as Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar in
Morocco.

C h ris tin a P erez
Guest Writer

I find it laughable that someone
like Mr. Sandersfeld, who claims to
be “objective" and politically edu
cated, is oh-so-obviously swayed by
such erroneous characterizations
of the world’s 1.3 billion Muslims
reflected in the bias of Western
reporters and filmmakers. Research
verifies that lurid and insidious
depictions of Muslims as alien, vio
lent strangers intent upon battling
nonbelievers throughout the world
are all too common - and more so
- incorrect.
In his opinion piece, Mr.
Sandersfeld stated that the authors
of the Danish political cartoons
reviewed in The Lawrentian's pre
vious issue “were correct in their
cultural assessment of Islam; it is a
Western-hating, liberty-hating, indi
vidual-hating culture .bent on vio
lence." Holding such bold miscon
ceptions to be true is equivalent to
believing all Americans are monolin
gual, promiscuous, selfish and lack
ing family values, as they are sadly
regarded in many countries. Or, for
that matter, that all Hispanics are
uneducated, poor, lazy, and have the
tendency to abuse federal welfare
programs. Or that blacks are loud,
rude, drug addicts, or criminals. I
think you get the point. Making such
negative generalizations of an entire
religion, country, race or group of
people is not only irresponsible and
immature, it is outright prejudice.
Media coverage, whether he
chooses to admit or not, deals heav
ily in stereotypes because the art of
storytelling depends in large part on
the success with which protagonists
and antagonists are evoked.

When it comes to accurate depic
tions of an entire race or religious
group, does art imitate life, or the
other way around? Muslims and
Arabs are essentially covered, dis
cussed and apprehended, either as
oil suppliers or as potential terror
ists. Rather than provide the human
density of their lives, a limited series
of crude, essentialized caricatures
of the Islamic world are presented,
every day and in every news channel
and major newspaper, in such a way
as to make that world vulnerable to
m ilitary aggression.
Both Arabs and Muslims are
the most recent large minorities to
come to the United States, espe
cially the first wave after the fall
of the shah of Iran and the second
wave after the Gulf War. Just as
earlier minorities in history, such
as Italians and Irish, were stereo
typed, so is this recent “generation"
of scapegoats. This is their hazing
period, which all other immigrants,
in America and in Europe, have been
equally subject to.
I strongly believe that the
“very serious threat to the safety
of America” lies not in the world
wide Islamic theocracy which he elo
quently speaks of, but in this kind
of black-and-white, narrow-minded,
ultim ately ignorant approach to
world issues Mr. Sandersfeld proud
ly and blindly embraces. Perhaps he
should consider sticking to singing
in the conservatory, and leave the
politics to the true objectivists.
It is precisely this kind of vola
tile, violent, unfounded and irratio
nal thinking that gives your great
country a bad name. I suppose I
could say “Shame on you, Scott
Sandersfeld. You should know bet
ter." But clearly, you don’t.

GUEST EDITORIAL

In response to Scott Sandersfeld
co n tin u e d fr o m p a g e 4

D an iyal N o o ra n i
President Muslim Student Association

inappropriate messages that threat
en an individual's security. The com
mittee is not trying to control your
’’online space," we just encourage
you to not be careless. If you are
careless there may be unanticipated
consequences to your actions. We
hope that you act logically and with
discretion, just as we hope that'you
would never carry a beer bong into a
job interview.
Ms. Campbell-Dollaghan ques
tions what we regard as “uncivil”
behavior; earlier this year students
on campus have had a Facebook
group removed because it included
sexually explicit material, compara
ble to pornography, targeted against
a Lawrence student whose consent
they did not receive. This is what the
committee regards as uncivil behav
ior and an example of restraining a
student's expression only when it
violates another student's rights.
Don’t get us wrong, we love the
Facebook. Obviously people use The
Facebook for more than just “to
plan their next drinking binge." The
Facebook is an amazing resource
that can allow us to connect, share,
and express ourselves in a mul
titude of ways. We only ask that
you to express yourself in a way
that is respectful to others. In addi
tion, we created a Facebook group,
called Student Welfare Committee,
to encourage further discussion, so
please message us if you have any
further concerns regarding student
welfare in general.

Mr. Scott Sandersfeld repre
sents a section of our population
that are victims of making “whop
ping uninformed overgeneralizing”
statements, and it is these very
statements that are fueling terror
ist Islamic factions throughout the
world. The fact that Scott fails to
even do any basic research with
regards to the second largest reli
gion in the world before writing an
article in The Lawrentian just illus
trates his unwillingness to learn
about what Islam 'the religion is
and not what Islam the FOX News
Channel depiction of it is.
The fact that “the West" is w ill
ing to condemn the vast majority
of the Muslim population as “lib
erty hating barbarians" based on
the actions of the clear minority
is what frustrates Muslims around
the world. My point of contention
is that Mr. Scott Sandersfeld has
no sound basis for making such
a highly offensive and misguided
generalization of the Muslim popu
lation in the world. Yes, there are
people who are holding signs saying
“Behead those who insult Islam,"
but they are a minority and not rep
resentative of Islam as whole.
Scott should realize that “when
you point a finger at someone you
point three toward yourself." Let us
take a look at some of the reasons
for the development of “fanatic
Islam " and how the “innocent"

West has contributed to it. Does
my friend Scott remember who sup
plied Al-Qaeda with weapons in the
late ‘80s? Does he remember who
supported the Taliban and paraded
them as champions of democra
cy? Does he know who abandoned
Afghanistan when they needed the
most help, so that it formed into a
safe haven for people like Osama
bin Laden? Who was it who prom
ised to develop Afghanistan after
invading it? Who was it who aban
doned Afghanistan for another war?
Who is going to abandon Iraq in
this state for yet another war? If Mr.
Scott Sandersfeld can answer some ,
of these questions he w ill realize
that the West is not completely
without blame.
That said, my friend Mr. Scott
Sanderfeld does have a point. The
Muslim population does have a
silent majority and a very vocal
minority. I also do feel that not
enough people in the Muslim com
munity are vocal in their condem
nation of terrorism. That said, I am
not going to condemn the silent
majority just for being silent.
My friend Mr. Scott Sanderfeld,
you have clearly distinguished
yourself from the Muslims holding
signs saying: “behead those who
insult Islam!" By saying that the
most powerful m ilitary force in the
world should “destroy and demoral
ize Islam," you have clearly shown
yourself as a “civilized liberty lov
ing gentleman." Well done Mr. Scott
Sanderfeld. Point taken.
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Lawrence musicians

Artist Spotlight: Krystle Maczka

perform at Northwestern
A m e lia P erro n
StaffWriter

In the latest wave of Lawrence’s
“Focus On: Chicago" initiative, music
theory instructor John Benson had
the privilege of hearing his original
compositions, “Corners" and “Wings
and Things" for voice and wind
quintet, performed at Northwestern
University last weekend.
The performance was part of the
College Music Society’s annual con
vention.
“The College Music Society tries to
weave a community from the various
music departments across the coun
try, Canada too," Benson explained.
“It provides services, information and
activities for its members."
In addition to these services, it
provides a performance venue for
composers such as Benson. This con
cert was a preamble to the conven
tion, and featured works by compos
ers chosen last fall by a selection
committee.
“I was one of eight composers
on the program and had the good
fortune of having both sets of songs
performed instead of one due to
a late program cancellation," said
Benson.
* What should have been a strong
performance opportunity had some
disappointing setbacks. According
to Benson, “The crowd was small
- maybe 30 people in the audience,
mostly early birds to the conference
which started the next day - and the
acoustics were difficult for our wind
quintet and soprano combination."
The difficulties did not get the
last word, however. “I was proud
of how our little group represented
Lawrence University," Benson contin
ued. “It was interesting to hear them

adjust their playing accordingly. The
hour we had the hall - a half hour
before dinner and a half hour after
-- found them constantly making the
necessary adjustments as a group
and individually so the 'music could
speak."
Benson was emphatic in consider
ing the artistry and work of the per
formers. “I think the real story here
was the sacrifice of the performers,"
he said. “They all had busy schedules
to begin with and to agree to see this
extra project through to fruition I
found heroic."
The performers were Emily Fink,
soprano: Karen Leigh-Post, mezzosoprano; Barbara Boren, flute; Howard
Niblock, oboe; David Bell, clarinet;
James DeCorsey, horn; and Susan
McCardell, bassoon. Also in the mix
was Patrice Michaels, soprano, who
performed in the recital Sunday on
the Lawrence campus. All perform
ers are faculty at Lawrence or the
Lawrence Academy of Music, except
Emily Fink, who is a sophomore.
“Comers” and “Wings and Things”
are two sets of songs sung with
out a break between. The music of
the voice represents, through Emily
Dickinson’s poetry, the reclusive poet
observing the world through her win
dow.
The recital was aptly titled “From
Emily's Window." The scoring for the
wind quintet was finished this fall,
based on sketches from 1998.
As Benson’s program notes
explain, “The settings are meant to
evoke a sense of wonder, a glimpse
into her beautiful, fluent, and origi
nal mind. The settings are meant to
be direct, simple, and spontaneous.
‘Comers’ deals with internal issues of
a soul. ‘Wings and Things’ is lighter
in tone, embracing nature with rever
ence and love."

Stagnation keeps us together

V erita s E st R bck
Paul K a rn e r
Rock Columnist

A few weeks ago I happened upon
a Rainer Maria show while visiting a
friend in Michigan. While meandering
around before the bands started, I
overheard the guy working the door
describe Rainer Maria to an unin
formed attendee as a “classic indie
rock band."
It was strange to think that a
band that always struck me as a fairly
peripheral in the rock scene had earned
the label “classic" anything. They were
never anyone’s favorite band, at least
not for very long, and they were never
seen as particularly revolutionary.
So what is it then? Longevity?
Consistency? Or perhaps, as I’ve con
cluded, Rainer Maria is one of those
bands that harkens back to a simpler
time in the history of indie rock.
The ‘90s produced a slew of bands
that had little to be angry at, yet found
a comfortable spot outside of the main
stream for no other reason than they
weren’t marketable and didn’t care.
Ignoring the “emo” stigma, Rainer
Maria has managed to find a quiet and
unobtrusive niche below the main
stream radar and has managed to
maintain this place for over a decade
- a substantial period of time from the
perspective of mo4t music fans.
However, their latest album,

“Catastrophe Keeps Us Together,”
released Tuesday, holds no surprises or
bursts of repressed artistic frustration.
It’s a very predictable follow-up to their
previous three albums and with the
exception of improved production on
“Catastrophe,” there’s little break from
the band’s coined pop-emo sound.
The fluffy guitar riffs and over-exerted
vocals from singer Caithlin De Marrais
seem a bit - dare I say - dated.
Perhaps, for the die-hard fan, an
album like “Catastrophe" by a band
like Rainer Maria should be judged
outside of its immediate context.
After all, they’re a “classic," right?
Unfortunately, as a listener without
any former loyalties to Rainer Maria,
I simply hear music that is unaware
of the world around it, and not in the
prolific sense.
Sure, there is a sultry instrumental
vamp in the middle of the album and
a delicate acoustic track thrown in the
mix, but the truth is, “Catastrophe"
as a whole could have been released
in 2001 along with “A Better Version
of Me, “ and few would have taken a
second look.
While I don’t propose that every
band forcibly reinvent themselves in
each song that they write, I feel Rainer
Maria has such a warm and inviting
sound that they haven’t given room
to breathe in the past six years. It’s an
inspiring thing to see a band find an
artistic direction and follow it whole
heartedly, but a direction implies
movement and growth. Rainer Maria
appears to have set up camp after find
ing a comfortable spot in the shade.

Photo by Christie McCowen

Over spring break, a Lawrence
pianist was given the opportunity to
perform at the Clinton Library in Little
Rock, Ark. Krystle Maczka, a freshman
piano major, performed selections by
Brahms and Beethoven in dedication
of the grand piano recently donated
to the Clinton Foundation. Here are
a few words from this surprisingly
talented musician.

Where are you from and what’s your
major?
El Dorado, Arkansas
Piano performance

How long have you been playing
music?
I was born playing piano. Kind

of like how Superman was born with
his cape.

When did you decide to pursue
music seriously in college?
I decided to pursue music seri
ously when I went to Interlochen for
high school.

Are there any artists or performers
who have been particularly inspira
tional to you?
No, I believe it's important to be
your own inspiration.

What do you hope to accomplish
with your music?
The therapeutic qualities music
brings to listeners and performers

alike is what I strive to achieve.

Can you tell us about your expe
rience performing at the Clinton
Library?
' It was exciting. There were 150
people there from all over the state,
including many musicians and trust
ees from the Clinton Foundation.
I’ve been invited - hopefully in the
near future -to return to the library
to play for the former president and
dignitaries he brings to Arkansas.

What are your goals for the future,
either near or far?
I would really like to tell you, but
it’s a secret...

Ethos Percussion Group performs, educates
V e ro n ic a D e v o re
Associate Opinions & Editorials Editor

Lawrence hosted the Ethos
Percussion Group last weekend
as part of the Performing Arts at
Lawrence concert series. The New
York City based group performed
five works for percussion ensemble,
including one in collaboration with
Lawrence percussion students.
In addition to giving a concert
April 1, the group hosted a drum
ming circle and a master class dur
ing their time at Lawrence. They
expressed admiration at the quality
of the Lawrence Conservatory’s per
cussion program and were eager to
interact with and teach students.
Trey Files, a longstanding mem
ber of the group, composed the
piece “See/Change" to be performed
by Ethos and up to four percus
sion students. Four members of
Lawrence’s own percussion ensem
ble, LUPfc, joined Ethos for this
piece that expands upon a single
syncopated rhythmic figure.
In addition to Files' composi
tion, Ethos also performed works by

^ohn ^ Barbera' G*en Valez> Steve

Reich and Samir Chatterjee. Each
piece used a different combination
of instruments, from marimba to
snare drum to conch shell.
Reich’s
piece,
entitled
“Drumming I," requires all four
musicians to perform together on a
single long woodblock. The result
ing effect is somewhat hypnotic,
as each performer plays a slightly
different elaboration on the same
rhythmic idea.
Chatterjee’s composition, “Rite
Rhythm,” was commissioned by
Ethos in 1999 and is designed to
reflect the percussion tradition
around the world. The piece was
originally written in traditional
Indian music notation, but Ethos
member Eric Phinney transcribed
it to Western notation so the group
could perform it more easily.
Ethos currently maintains an
extremely active schedule, com
prised of both performance and
educational engagements. They
consistently work with students
in New York City public schools,
teaching through both concert and
classroom activities. In addition,

Etbos is m ensemble-in-residence

at a New York high school for the
performing arts. Their dedication
to educating young musicians is
evident in the organization World
Beat, which they created in 2004 to
benefit arts education.
All members of Ethos are active
performers as well; individually,
they have performed with Philip
Glass, Yo-Yo Ma, and the New York
City Ballet, among many others.
Their regular performance schedule
includes venues and universities
across the country, from New York
to Idaho. They perform in Wisconsin
fairly regularly, and -in addition to
Appleton - they have been to the
La Crosse and Milwaukee areas in
recent months.
Ethos’ weekend at Lawrence was'
an inspirational and educational
experience for those who attended
the concert and for the students
who had the opportunity to work
directly with the group. Their com
mitment to quality performance
and to the education of young musi
cians has made Ethos an extremely
sought-after ensemble on the per
cussion scene.

Wriston exhibit features Wisconsin artist
Paul K a rn e r
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The Wriston Art Center’s
Hoffmaster and Kohler galleries
are currently hosting the work of
Wisconsin painter Jeff Lipschutz.
As a professor of painting and
drawing at UW-Oshkosh, Lipschutz
has lived in Wisconsin for over 15
years, though his artwork finds its
roots in Lipschutz’ hometown of Eagle
Mountain, Calif. This veritable ghost
town and the surreal yet severe nature
of its surrounding landscape have
been the driving inspiration behind
Lipschutz’s work.
The show, entitled “Desert,"
depicts an artist’s obsession with
what Lipschutz calls the “entropic and
apocalyptic" qualities of this brutal
comer of America
“I think a lot of people respond

to [Jeffs] work as not being visibly
attractive,” stated Lawrence art pro
fessor John Shimon, “which I think
-- especially in the upper Midwest
- is a pretty radical way for a realistic
painter depicting the landscape to
work.
“People reaHy have to spend a lot
of time with his work to see that it’s
not about making a beautiful object,
but a beautiful place."
The art department’s faculty
members were pleased to host the
work of a successful artist working in
Wisconsin. “It’s nice to see a big show
like this with somebody from the
region who’s been at it for so long,"
Shimon said. “Jeffs had a presence
in Wisconsin ever since he came here
in ‘89."
Professor Rob Neilson was equally
enthusiastic. “I think one of the things
that Lawrence does very well is exhibit

the work of local artists, showing
students what it means to be an artist
working in Wisconsin or the Midwest,"
Neilson stated. “It helps students to
determine for themselves what suc
cess can be on a local or regional level
and on an international level as well."
Also on display in the Leech
Gallery at Wriston is “Women of the
Augusti: Coins from the Ottila Buerger
Collection of Lawrence University."
The exhibit, featuring coins depicting
women of Imperial Rome, was curated
by senior art history major Jennifer
Nummerdor. “Women of the Augusti"
also includes details from the lives of
these women who managed to receive
distinction in a male-dominated soci
ety.
“Women of the Augsti" and Jeff
Lipschutz’s “Desert" will be on display
through May 14 in the Wriston Art
Center.
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8
Softball
splits with
Lakeland
P hilip Roy
Associate Sports Editor

The LU softballers traveled up
to Sheboygan this Wednesday for a
doubleheader against the Lakeland
Muskies. The Vikings were fresh off
of their spring break trip to Florida
where they went an even 5-5.
The first game in Sheboygan
was deadlocked at 2 apiece in the
fourth inning when senior Becca
Reason broke the tie with a 2-run
single. The Vikes pounded out four
more hits in the sixth, scoring 3 to
reach the 7-2 scoreline which the
game would end with.
Sophomore pitcher Catherine
Marinac posted the win despite the
Vikings being out-hit 11 to 10. That
would end up being seven more
hits than the Vikings managed to
get in the closer, however. Carrie
Van Groll scored the only 2 runs
for the Vikings on a double in the
first inning.
Lakeland bounced back to take
the lead in the third before capi
talizing on three Lawrence errors
in the fourth to score 5 runs. The
8-run rule came into play as the
Huskies added another 3 runs in
the fifth to prematurely end the
game at 11-2. The Vikings had just
three hits in the closer as Jessica
Lux picked up the loss.
Lawrence remains at .500 and
w ill look to turn that into a win
ning record as they head down
to Janesville this weekend for the
MWC Classic.

Local Beer
continued front page 3
or retail.
Other good beers from
Wisconsin 1 tried included J.T.
Whitney’s Rauchbier, a style of
German smoked lager created by
, -oasting malts over a beechwood
ire, and Sprecher Maibock, a
somewhat malty but light lager.
Mew Glarus Road Slush, an oatneal stout, was also very good.
Perhaps the best beer I had
rom outside the state was Chimay
Premiere, which is from one of
seven Trappist breweries in the
vorld where monks brew the beer
n their abbey.
What I came to realize over the
:ourse of my four-hour, tastebuddlling beer tasting experience,
vas that Wisconsin really has a
ot to offer in the world of craft
jeers.
So many of us think of
Milwaukee as Brew Town, since
hey churn out Miller and other
ligh-volume beers, but Wisconsin
tas so much more to offer. Right
tore in Appleton we have the Fox
Liver Brewing Company and the
Jtone Cellar Brewery, which is just
l few minutes walk away from
:ampus.
So the moral of the story is to
»et on out there and try something
lew, tasty and fresh. Not only can
^ou support local business and the
nicrobrew revolution, you can get
some tasty brews in the meantime,
f you’re looking for recommendaions, try the Marquette Pilsner
rom Stone Cellar or the Buzzin’
Toney Ale from Fox River.
Here’s to good, local beer!
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Baseball spends spring break in Florida
M ouse B raun
Staff Writer

A 6-6 record is by no means domi
nant. However, when considering that
the six losses were by a combined 9
runs, the LU baseball team should not
be disappointed with themselves.
On their annual spring break trip
to Fort Myers, Fla., the Vikes outscored their opponents 95-69. As a
team, they hit .391 while their oppo
nents hit .276.
Seniors Kevin Fitzsimmons and
Andrew Wong led the way for the
Vikings at the plate. Fitzsimmons hit
.514 on the trip, including two dou
bles, a homer and 11 RBIs. Wong hit
.378 with two doubles, two triples,
four home runs and 21 RBIs.
Senior LHP B.J. Chase gave his best
effort in two outings for the Vikes. He
pitched well enough to beat No. 14
Trinity, but two Trinity runs in the
sixth forced extra innings and a no
decision for Chase.
In his second outing, he domi
nated Fredonia State, allowing 2 runs

on five hits in six innings. He finished
the trip with a 2.77 ERA.
Freshman Jordan Clark and soph
omore Doug McEneaney provided a
formidable double-play combination
on the field and at the plate. Clark
hit .467 on the trip and McEneaney
hit .433.
Junior leadoff man Tim O’Toole
continually gave LU a spark with his
speed. He hit .353 and had 17 sto
len bases. Freshman catcher Hawk
Haiduke solidified his spot in the line
up after providing timely hits all week.
He batted .481 with five doubles. He
also set an LU single-game record with
four steals against Fredonia.
The crafty lefty Chris Clouthier
provided two solid starts for LU. He
finished the week 1-0 with a 3.65 ERA.
He would have had two wins had the
Vikes not committed seven errors in
his second outing.
Freshmen pitchers Alex Fritsch
and Zach Patrick-Riley were pleas
ant surprises for Head Coach Korey
Krueger. Against Finlandia, Fritsch
pitched 6 1/3, allowing nine hits and
no runs, picking up his first collegiate
victory. Patrick-Riley held the Vikes

scoreboard
S o ftb a ll
April 5

Staff Writer

The LU men’s tennis team (4-4)
went 2-1 on the weekend weekend
against three south division con
ference opponents. On Friday, the
Vikings defeated Illinois College 6-1.
On Saturday morning, the Vikings fell
to Monmouth 2-5 before rebounding
with a 5-2 victory over Knox in the
afternoon.
“It was a good learning experience
for us,” commented first-year coach
Ross Anderson. “It was our first
time outdoors and our guys handled
it well."
On Friday LU pulled away from IC
with two singles matches that went to
three sets. No. 1 and 2 singles play
ers Fabrice Munyakazi-Juru and Dan
Hertel both dropped their first sets
2-6 before turning around and prevail
ing in third-set super-tiebreakers. The
lower half of Blueboys’ lineup posed

Cabaret
continued from page 1
“Each dancer that is involved in
the show has been working extreme
ly hard. I am very proud and hon
ored to be able to represent all
those students on the stage,” said
Abdel-Majeed, a sophomore. “They
are such talented people. They prac
tice until they get it perfect."
Audiences at this year’s show
w ill see popular dances such as
belly dancing from the Middle East,
dances from Africa, and well as
several new performances including
dances from Hawaii, Russia and the
Indian subcontinent.
Abdel-Majeed said that the death
of Lawrence student Kobby Buanya
last September w ill add a special
tone to this year's performance.
“Cabaret is a celebration.
Lawrence International lost an
important member last year. A lot
of this show w ill be dedicated to
him," “she said. “We want to enforce
that this is a festival of life and take
the chance to celebrate what we
are here for. Not everyone gets the
chance to do that."
Tickets for Sunday’s Cabaret are
available to students at the LI table
in Downer Commons. The preformance costs $3 and the dinner
afterwards costs one Downer meal
swipe.____________________________

no problems for Lawrence as Nick
Dufficy, Kyle Nodarse, and Philip Roy
all pulled off straight-set victories.
Saturday morning the Vikes fell to
a greatly improved Monmouth squad.
After finishing last season with a 914 record, the Fighting Scots started
the day at 13-6. The Vikings started
strong, seizing the doubles point with
the clutch help of a 9-7 victory from
the No. 3 tandem of Tomas Romano
and Travis Fondow. “We had been
working on doubles play all week,"
noted Anderson. “That was a key vic
tory at No. 3,"
Munyakazi-Juru’s 6-4, 6-2 singles
victory would be the only other point
for Lawrence against Monmouth. Roy
and Fondow had dose matches at No.
3 and 6 but couldn’t pull away in the
end. “That match could have gone
dther way," says Hertd regarding the
closeness of the meet.
That afternoon, 15 miles down
the road from Monmouth, LU took
care of Knox 5-2. Munyakazi-Juru,
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LHP B.J. Chase.

Lawrence

dose against Kalamazoo when the
game looked out of hand, giving the
Vikes a chance to win the game in the
final inning.
Lawrence continues its season
this weekend when it travds to Ripon
to face the two-time defending MWC
champion Red Hawks.

Knox

Tennis goes 2-1 irr Illinois
A le x W e e k

Lawrence University

Hertd, Roy, and Nate Kish all picked
up victories along with wins at No. 1
and 3 doubles.
“We have been experimenting with
different lineups at the low singles
positions," said Anderson. “We've
been improving.” Kish picked up a
win at No. 5 against Knox after hav
ing lost at No. 3 against IC and No. 4
against Monmouth. After winning at
No. 6 against IC, Roy was bumped to
No. 3 and played two dose matches at
that spot. Coach Anderson hopes to
continue to move the lineup around
until the best ordering can be figured
out.
Munyakazi-Juru went undefeated
in both doubles and singles competi
tion over the weekend. He has now
won five straight matches in both
singles action and doubles play with
Hertd. “Fabrice has been playing well
latdy,” comments Anderson. “We
have been working on his mental
game and his consistency."

March 31

Lawrence
Illinois College

Outdoor Track
April 1
Ripon College Invitational
Women 9 oi ~
Men 5 of 11

standings
B aseb all
MWC North
Ripon
Beloit

MWC
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

O’all

MWC
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

O’all

O’all

Beloit
Carroll

MWC
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

MWC South
Grinnell
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Knox
Illinois Coll.

MWC
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-0
0-3

O’all

Lawrence
St. Norbert
Carroll

S oftb all
MWC North
Beloit
St. Norbert

Lawrence
Ripon
Carroll

9-4
8-6
5-5
5-6
5-7

T en n is
MWC North
Ripon
St. Norbert

Lawrence

Campus Center Plans

11-3
8-7
6-6
3-8
3-9

6-5
6-12
4-4
2-1
3-8
15-4
'15-6
5-8
5-4
3-9

A ll statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and www.
m idwestconfrence.org and are
accurate as of A pril 5, 2006

Blueprints for the new campus center involve plans for a total of five floors,
• including Lower Level I (above) and Ground Level (below).
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